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BUILD PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES UP TO 3000% IN HEMODYNAMIC, PULMONARY, ECG AND ISOLATED TISSUE STUDIES.

An impressive list of companies from around the world report dramatic reductions in set-up and analysis time, thanks to Mf's Signal Processing Centers (SPCs). They report, "3 hours of manual analysis cut to 6 minutes...10 working days of data collection cut to a mere 3 hours—accurately, efficiently and according to the protocol." Plus, the SPC gives instantaneous analysis in real-time throughout the course of the experiments.

The result?

- Precise control over experimental parameters
- An end to manual analysis
- Completely accurate experimental data, from start to finish

Productivity increases begin with BioWindows®.

The SPC's exclusive BioWindows feature acquires, analyzes, records, and stores both raw and analyzed data at the click of a single button.

And because BioWindows uses the OS/2 computer system architecture, many tasks can be performed at the same time.

PRODUCTIVITY GAINS CONTINUE WITH AN ARRAY OF POWERFUL FEATURES.

Realtime waveform scrolling, hard-copy paper recording, and a full selection of the finest research amplifiers make the SPC capable of handling any application.

Capture all raw data automatically with the New SPC Tape Recorder System.

The SPC's Tape Recorder allows saved raw data to be re-scrolled, re-recorded, and re-analyzed, eliminating the additional cost of an expensive magnetic or VHS recorder.

The SPC provides maximum value-added data and minimum analysis time. For more information on the SPC system contact your nearest Mf representative.
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